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Ian L. Molnar1 , Kevin G. Mumford2 , and Magdalena M. Krol1
1Lassonde School of Engineering, York University, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 2Department of Civil Engineering, Queen's
University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada
Abstract Gas generation and ﬂow in soil is relevant to applications such as the fate of leaking
geologically sequestered carbon dioxide, natural releases of methane from peat and marine sediments,
and numerous electro‐thermal remediation technologies for contaminated sites, such as electrical resistance
heating. While traditional multiphase ﬂow models generally perform poorly in describing unstable gas ﬂow
phenomena in soil, Macroscopic Invasion Percolation (MIP) models can reproduce key features of its
behavior. When coupled with continuum heat and mass transport models, MIP has the potential to simulate
complex subsurface scenarios. However, coupled MIP‐continuum models have not yet been validated
against experimental data and lack key mechanisms required for electro‐thermal scenarios. Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to (a) incorporate mechanisms required for steam generation and ﬂow into an
existing MIP‐continuum model (ET‐MIP), (b) validate ET‐MIP against an experimental lab‐scale electrical
resistance heating study, and (c) investigate the sensitivity of water boiling and gas (steam) transport to key
parameters. Water boiling plateaus (i.e., latent heat), heat recirculation within steam clusters, and steam
collapse (i.e., condensation) mechanisms were added to ET‐MIP. ET‐MIP closely matched observed
transient gas saturation distributions, measurements of electrical current, and temperature distributions.
Heat recirculation and cluster collapse were identiﬁed as the key mechanisms required to describe gas ﬂow
dynamics using a MIP algorithm. Sensitivity analysis revealed that gas generation rates and transport
distances, particularly through regions of cold water, are sensitive to the presence of dissolved gases.
1. Introduction
Gas generation and ﬂow in the subsurface are strongly coupled to a complex suite of processes including
groundwater ﬂow, heat transport, and mass transport. The coupling of these processes governs the
system‐level behavior of applications such as in situ thermal treatment (ISTT) of contaminated sites (e.g.,
Hegele &McGee, 2017; Krol et al., 2014), methane ebullition in peat bogs (e.g., Chen & Slater, 2015), marine
and freshwater sediments (e.g., Keller & Stallard, 1994; Liu et al., 2016; Mogollón et al., 2009), and leakage
from geological carbon storage systems (e.g., Oldenburg & Unger, 2003; Zuo et al., 2017).
The design and application of electrical resistance heating (ERH), a popular ISTT technology (Kingston
et al., 2010), require an understanding of the coupled mechanisms shown in Figure 1 to treat a contaminated
site. Figure 1 illustrates the processes and material properties interlinking ERH's state variables. Figure 1
does not represent a mass or energy ﬂowchart but instead illustrates where the interlinking arises from
and which system variables they inﬂuence. For instance, ERH heats the groundwater system to
water‐boiling temperatures through the application of an electrical current. Gas is generated when the
temperature of the system is high enough for the total vapor pressure to exceed the conﬁning pressure
(sum of capillary and water pressures). The elevated temperature co‐boils volatile nonaqueous phase liquids
with water and the generated steam strips dissolved volatile organic compounds (VOCs) out of the
groundwater (Beyke & Fleming, 2005). As the boiling process continues, gas clusters will expand until
buoyancy forces are strong enough to overcome capillary forces and mobilize the gas. Gas ﬂow may then
occur as either continuous channels or discontinuous clusters move toward extraction points.
Groundwater ﬂow may retard the heating process and prevent steam formation or collapse steam channels
(Hegele & McGee, 2017); when either unheated groundwater ﬂows into a heated zone or when gas ﬂows
upward into unheated zones, the groundwater lowers the gas' temperature and gas collapse may happen
when vapor pressure drops below the conﬁning pressure. Subsequently, groundwater ﬂow patterns will
change both during heating (i.e., buoyant groundwater ﬂow; Krol, Sleep, Johnson, 2011), and in response
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to gas generation (i.e., lower relative permeability; Zhao & Ioannidis,
2011). This shifting groundwater ﬂow pattern has been shown to redistri-
bute heat and contaminant mass (Krol, Mumford, et al., 2011; Krol, Sleep,
Johnson, 2011; Krol et al., 2014). Likewise, gas generation alters the elec-
trical conductivity (Archie, 1942), changing heating patterns.
Several numerical models have been developed speciﬁcally to optimize
solutions to the highly coupled problems illustrated in Figure 1. The
model by McGee and Vermeulen (2007) focuses on the distribution of
electrical heating rates in groundwater during ERH but does not include
gas generation and groundwater ﬂow. The Electro‐Thermal Model
(ETM) by Krol, Mumford, et al. (2011); Krol, Sleep, & Johnson, (2011);
Krol et al. (2014) is capable of electrical heating, buoyant ﬂow, and dis-
crete gas generation and groundwater ﬂow. The TOUGH2 (Pruess et al.,
1999) and NUFT (Hao et al., 2012) families of models are continuummul-
tiphase models that specialize in simulating coupled ﬂow processes in
variably saturated/unsaturated scenarios and have been used for simulat-
ing water boiling processes (Baston et al., 2010), air sparging (Geistlinger
et al., 2009), steam enhanced extraction (Falta et al., 1992), and CO2 sto-
rage (Doughty, 2007; Johnson et al., 2004). NUFT also has a speciﬁc mod-
ule for ERH (Hao et al., 2012) based on the work of Carrigan and Nitao
(2000). CompSim (Sleep & Sykes, 1993) is also a continuum multiphase
model for simulating coupled thermal/groundwater systems and has been employed for hot water ﬂushing
(O'Carroll & Sleep, 2007).
With the exception of ETM, the above models are either single‐phase (i.e., fully water saturated) or employ a
multiphase continuum extension of Darcy's law. While multiphase Darcy's law can describe transient gas
ﬂow when it is governed by continuous channels or stable displacement fronts, it is generally unable to cap-
ture the detailed distribution of unstable and dynamic gas ﬂows (e.g., channels and clusters; McCray & Falta,
1997; Thomson & Johnson, 2000; Geistlinger et al., 2009; Stauffer et al., 2009), limiting its applicability for
subsurface gas applications.
Strong buoyancy forces acting on subsurface gas create a capillary pressure gradient that can destabilize
upward gas movement (Geistlinger et al., 2006; Stöhr & Khalili, 2006), resulting in the formation of gas ﬁn-
gers and channels, or discrete bubbles capable of mobilization (Brooks et al., 1999; Clayton, 1998; Elder &
Benson, 1999; Roosevelt & Corapcioglu, 1998). These bubbles typically exist as multipore gas clusters rather
than bubbles that occupy a single pore body. Discontinuous gas clusters are typically formed in coarser soils
(Brooks et al., 1999; Ji et al., 1993) and at slow gas ﬂow rates (Geistlinger et al., 2006; Mumford et al., 2009;
Stöhr & Khalili, 2006). This may result in highly complex behavior where a mobilized gas cluster undergoes
repeated fragmentation and coalescence events (Stöhr & Khalili, 2006), temporary immobilization (i.e.,
capillary trapping; Stöhr & Khalili, 2006), and possible collapse due to local heat or mass transfer (Krol,
Mumford, et al., 2011; Mumford et al., 2010).
Within gas channels and discrete clusters, gas exists at a relatively high saturation (Geistlinger et al., 2009;
Mumford et al., 2009) with a sharp, step‐like drop in gas saturation outside the cluster or channel.
However, continuummultiphase ﬂowmodels predict smooth variations in saturation, creating gas distribu-
tions at lower saturations that are spread over larger areas than the characteristic step‐like change in gas
saturation experimentally observed in channels and clusters (Geistlinger et al., 2009). As a result, continuum
multiphase models are able to match experimentally observed total gas volumes, but their inadequate
description of the smaller‐scale gas processes means they struggle to accurately reproduce experimentally
observed gas velocities and local gas saturations (Lassen et al., 2015).
The inability of continuum multiphase models to capture the discrete features of subsurface gas, including
gas ﬂow velocity and local saturations, limits their applicability for subsurface gas applications. Gas‐based
remediation technologies (including thermal technologies) require an accurate understanding of the gas
ﬂow distribution to design gas extraction points to account for channelized or unstable ﬂow rather than ﬂow
as a continuous distribution (Tomlinson et al., 2003). In addition, gas ﬂow is sensitive to subsurface
Figure 1. A conceptual model of the state variables (bolded text) and inter-
linking processes and material processes (text above linking arrows) that
govern groundwater ﬂow, gas generation, and volatile organic carbon
(VOC) removal during electrical resistance heating (ERH).
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heterogeneity (e.g., Ji et al., 1993; Munholland et al., 2016) creating the potential for lateral spreading and
release in unexpected and highly localized locations (Lassen et al., 2015; Munholland et al., 2016;
Tomlinson et al., 2003). For example, dissolution and condensation processes impact gaseous carbon emis-
sions to the atmosphere (e.g., methane, CO2; Mogollón et al., 2009; Lassen, Plampin, et al., 2015; Lassen,
Sonnenborg, et al., 2015; Cahill et al., 2017) and extraction of volatilized contaminants (Hegele, 2014;
Krol, Mumford, et al., 2011; Mumford et al., 2010; Munholland et al., 2016; Roy & Smith, 2007).
Predicting dissolution behavior requires accurate estimation of the pore‐scale and macroscale distributions
of the ﬂuid phases (e.g., Agaoglu et al., 2016; Grant & Gerhard, 2007; Nambi & Powers, 2000). As a result,
models unable to incorporate the discrete, unstable, and dynamic features of gas ﬂow may not produce
optimal outcomes.
Despite their limitations, modiﬁcations to continuummultiphase models have been reported to successfully
reproduce gas generation and ﬂow data under some conditions. Stauffer et al. (2009) reproduced some fea-
tures of gas injection with a series of sub–representative elementary volume (REV) stochastic simulations
although Samani (2012) suggests that this approach may overestimate simulated gas volumes. Amos and
Mayer (2006) generated gas with the method from Cirpka and Kitanidis (2001) and successfully reproduced
experimental 1‐D water table ﬂuctuation experiments; however, their model only considered groundwater
ﬂow. Enouy et al. (2011) reproduced 1‐D CO2 gas ﬂow experiments using a combination of multiphase
Darcy's law and an empirical correlation for mass transfer between gas and water phases.
Discrete models such as invasion percolation (IP) have been more successful in modeling unstable gas ﬂow
as they can be modiﬁed to explicitly incorporate buoyancy‐driven gas ﬂow, as well as gas cluster fragmenta-
tion, coalescence, mobilization, and expansion (Glass & Yarrington, 2003; Tsimpanogiannis & Yortsos, 2004;
Wagner et al., 1997; Xu et al., 1998). While traditional IP models are applied at the pore‐scale, other studies
have demonstrated that IP can be upscaled to describe gas cluster growth and mobilization at the macro-
scopic scale (MIP; Kueper & McWhorter, 1992; Yortsos et al., 1993; Ewing & Berkowitz, 2001; Mumford
et al., 2010; Krol, Mumford, et al., 2011; Mumford et al., 2015). Whereas IP models determine gas displace-
ment events from the curvature of individual pore throats, water drainage and imbibition events in MIP are
based on locally assigned Pc‐Sw relationships and an entry pressure that has been averaged across a REV. In
applications of both IP and MIP, it is assumed that viscous forces are negligible, as occurs for slow
gas velocities.
Krol, Mumford, et al. (2011) demonstrated that the MIP approach could be coupled with a continuum ETM
model (ET‐MIP) to simulate gas formation during heating of water and dissolved VOCmixtures at sub‐water
boiling temperatures; this coupling was achieved by combining the ideal gas law, Henry's law, and Dalton's
law to describe gas formation and then utilizing variably saturated descriptions of groundwater ﬂow, electri-
cal conductivity, and heat and mass transport. Their simulations reproduced experimentally observed beha-
vior such as gas generation, ﬁngering, VOC partitioning, and gas phase mass transport (e.g., Cirpka &
Kitanidis, 2001; Clayton, 1998; Mumford et al., 2009; Mumford et al., 2010). Despite these promising results,
ET‐MIP requires additional modiﬁcation to include mechanisms to simulate the water boiling and unstable
steam transport physics that govern ISTT remediation technologies. Steam differs from the low‐solubility
gases typically used to study subsurface gas ﬂow in that it requires substantial heat transfer through the
gas phase to maintain its gaseous form (i.e., T > 100°C at 1 atm). It is common to treat liquid/steam systems
in porous media as a 1‐D heat pipe. Heat pipe studies have elucidated the processes driving steam behavior
and heat ﬂux in porous media, which include counter‐current ﬂow, vaporization, condensation, and gravity
(e.g., Amili & Yortsos, 2004; Gomaa & Somerton, 1974; McGuinness, 1996; Satik et al., 1991; Udell, 1985).
However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, these heat pipe mechanisms have not yet been incorporated
into MIP models.
Since continuum models, and current MIP models, are unable to incorporate both water boiling and
unstable, discrete gas ﬂow behavior, there is a need to develop aMIPmodel capable of simulating water boil-
ing and unstable steam transport. This type of model would aid optimal ISTT remediation design and
improve understanding of other subsurface gas applications, including for better estimates of atmospheric
emissions. In addition, few MIP models have been rigorously validated against experimental data, and no
coupled MIP‐continuum models have been validated. As such, the objectives of this study are to (a) extend
the ET‐MIP model to include mechanisms such as gas phase heat transport, cluster collapse, water boiling
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plateaus, and the impact of dissolved gases on gas generation and ﬂow; (b) validate ET‐MIP against an
experimental lab‐scale ERH study; and (c) investigate the sensitivity of water boiling and gas (steam) trans-
port to the presence of dissolved gases and gas saturations required for onset of gas mobilization. This
extended and newly validated ET‐MIP model provides one of the most complete frameworks for investigat-
ing highly coupled thermal/groundwater/mass transport and gas ﬂow systems. The sensitivity analysis pro-
vides some of the ﬁrst insights into how gas generation and coupled heat transfer mechanisms impact
groundwater ﬂow and steam channel formation.
2. Numerical Model
While some of the details of the ET‐MIP model have been published elsewhere (Krol et al., 2014; Krol,
Mumford, et al., 2011; Krol, Sleep, & Johnson, 2011), they will be presented here to provide a complete
model of the processes governing thermal/gas/groundwater systems.
Brieﬂy, ET‐MIP is a 2‐Dmodel that couples a block‐centered ﬁnite difference, implicit continuummodel for
energy, groundwater, and mass transport with a discrete approach for gas generation and transport. At the
start of each time‐step, the energy, groundwater, and gas generation equations are solved iteratively using
successive over‐relaxation. This iterative method is required as the solutions to the three equations are
coupled (illustrated in Figure 1) with numerous temperature‐ and saturation‐dependent parameters (e.g.,
density and relative permeability) that rely on the assumption that the coupled processes remain in equili-
brium. Once equilibrium is achieved, any aqueous mass (e.g., dissolved gases and VOCs) is partitioned
between the gas and aqueous phases using a localized equilibrium approach (i.e., Henry's law) and trans-
ported using the standard advective‐dispersive formulation. The MIP routine is then called to move gas,
mass, and heat throughout the domain before starting the next time step.
2.1. Energy Transport
The energy equation describes heat generation due to ERH processes, as well as heat transport within the
aqueous phase. During ERH, heat is generated from power dissipated by the electrical resistivity of the sub-
surface. This heat generation (U) is described using (Krol, Sleep, & Johnson, 2011)
U ¼ σ ∇Vj j2 (1)
whereU is in J/s, σ is the electrical conductivity of the soil (S/m), and V is the electric potential. The use ofU
in equation (1) should not be confused with its usage in common thermodynamic notation to depict internal
thermal energy. Electrical conductivity is solved using Archie's law (Archie, 1942), which describes the ﬂow
of electricity through the pore ﬂuids of a nonconductive material. The temperature dependency of the pore
water electrical conductivity is given by Arps (1953). ET‐MIP's approach to describing voltage distribution is
described elsewhere (Hiebert et al., 1986, 1989; Krol, Sleep, & Johnson, 2011; McGee & Vermeulen, 2007).
Once the heat generation rate has been determined, the energy equation is solved for sensible heat and tem-
perature distribution assuming local thermal equilibrium between the gas, liquid, and solid phases:
∂
∂t
SwρwθcwT þ 1−Swð ÞρgθcgT þ 1−θð ÞρbcsT−L
h i
¼ −cwρw∇· q!T
 þ KH∇2T þ U þ QE (2)
The terms ρw, ρg, and ρb are the densities of the water, gas, and bulk solid phases, respectively, while cw,
cg, and cs represents the phases' speciﬁc heat capacities; T is temperature; QE is a source/sink term for
sensible heat; Sw is the saturation of water; q
! is Darcy ﬂux vector; θ is porosity; and L represents latent
heat. The left‐hand side of equation (2) represents the temperature change in the soil, water, and gas
phases, while the four terms on the right side represent the contributions to temperature change from
convection, conduction, heat generation, and gas generation/condensation (latent heat), respectively.
The description of latent heat is discussed in section 2.4. The thermal conductivity of the medium, KH,
is described by (Markle et al., 2006)
KH ¼ K 1−θð ÞH;s KθH;w (3)
KH;w ¼ 0:554þ 2:24×10−3T−9:87×10−6T2 (4)
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where KH,s and KH,w are the thermal conductivities of the solid and water phases, respectively. KH,s is
expected to be a constant in the temperature ranges typical of ERH, whereas KH,w is temperature‐dependent
and given by equation (4) (Campbell et al., 1994).
2.2. Groundwater Flow
ET‐MIP simulates buoyant groundwater ﬂow by incorporating temperature‐dependent water densities (ρw;
Gebhart et al., 1988). Darcy's law is used for groundwater ﬂow (Krol, Sleep, & Johnson, 2011):
q⃑ ¼ −kkrgρo
μ
∇hf þ ρw−ρoð Þρo
∇z
 
(5)
where ρo is the reference water density at reference temperature, μ is the temperature‐dependent viscosity
term given by (Reid, 1977), and hf is the equivalent freshwater head given by equation (6):
hf ¼ Pρog
þ z (6)
The term kr in equation (5) is the relative permeability of the water phase and is estimated using the Burdine‐
Brooks‐Corey kr − Sw relationship (Brooks & Corey, 1966; Gerhard & Kueper, 2003).
2.3. Mass Transport
ET‐MIP allows for multispecies mass transport of dissolved gases and VOCs through the aqueous phase.
However, in this study only oxygen and nitrogen are considered (i.e., no VOCs). The classical advective‐
dispersive transport equation for a variably saturated media is employed for mass transport (Sleep &
Sykes, 1993; equation (7)), with the left‐hand side describing total change in mass in the water and gas
phases and the right side describing transport due to advection, dispersion, and source/sink:
∂
∂t
ρwSwθCw;i þ ρg 1−Swð ÞθKiCw;i
h i
¼ −∇· ρwCw;iq⃑
 þ ∇· θSwDxz∇Cw;i þ Qm (7)
where Cw,i is the concentration of species i in the aqueous phase, Ki is a temperature‐dependent gas/water
partitioning coefﬁcient for species i deﬁned by Ki ¼ HiRT where Hi is the Henry's coefﬁcient and R is the uni-
versal gas constant, Qm is a mass source/sink term, and Dxz is the dispersion tensor for an isotropic media
given by (Sleep & Sykes, 1993):
Dxx;i ¼ τdDd;i þ σL V
2
x
Vj j þ σT
V2z
Vj j (8)
Dzz;i ¼ τdDd;i þ σL
V2z
Vj j þ σT
V2x
Vj j (9)
where |V| is the average porewater velocity and Vx and Vz are the horizontal and vertical components of velo-
city, σL and σT are the longitudinal and transverse dispersivities, τd represents tortuosity (assumed to be uni-
form throughout the model domain), and Dd,i is the molecular diffusion coefﬁcient for aqueous species i,
estimated by the ratio of viscosities (Reid, 1977):
Dd;i
Dd;i
 ref ¼ μμref
 	−1:14
(10)
where (Dd,i)
ref and μref are reference values for molecular diffusivity and groundwater viscosity at ambient
temperature. Equation (10) modiﬁes the molecular diffusivity (Dd,i) based on temperature via the
temperature‐dependent viscosity parameter (μ).
2.4. Gas‐Water Partitioning and MIP Model
Gas generation and transport are solved using a discrete approach previously described by Mumford et al.
(2010) and Krol, Mumford, et al. (2011). This discrete approach allows for accurate description of complex
interfaces in porous media while remaining computationally efﬁcient and relatively simple to implement.
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The gas generation and transport components of ET‐MIP seek to describe the governing mechanisms.
Brieﬂy, an increase in subsurface temperature increases groundwater vapor pressure; when the total vapor
pressure of the system (sum of water, VOCs, and dissolved gases) exceeds the conﬁning pressure, gas is gen-
erated. When the vapor pressure within the gas cluster is high enough to overcome the capillary pressure
threshold for entry into neighboring regions, then the cluster undergoes an expansion with its volume
increasing but with a corresponding decrease in pressure (via ideal gas law). However, if a cluster's gas pres-
sure is high enough to invade a neighboring region, but capillary pressure within the cluster is low enough to
allowwater imbibition, then the gas cluster mobilizes; during this gas mobilization event, the total volume of
the cluster does not change and any changes in pressure are a result of heat losses to the surrounding soil and
groundwater. If, during expansion and mobilization, the gas cluster invades a region where the conﬁning
pressures exceed the vapor pressure (either due to high capillary pressures or cold temperatures lowering
the vapor pressure), then the gas cluster collapses. If no collapse occurs, recirculation within the cluster
heats the surrounding soil and groundwater in a manner similar to classical 1‐D heat pipes. ET‐MIP's
approach to describing these mechanisms is detailed below.
2.4.1. Gas Generation
Gas is generated when the vapor pressure of the liquid exceeds the conﬁning capillary and water pressures.
ET‐MIP estimates the volume of gas at each block in the model domain from a combination of Henry's law,
the ideal gas law, and Dalton's law. The gas generation calculation in ET‐MIP takes the form of equation (11)
to solve for Sw throughout the domain for two chemical species i:
∑
2
i¼1
MiHi
Swθþ Ki 1−Swð Þθ
 
þ Pg;v−PD Sw−Sr1−Sr
 	−1
λ
−Pw ¼ 0 (11)
where Sr is the residual water saturation, Pg,v is the temperature‐dependent water vapour pressure deter-
mined via the Antoine equation, PD is the displacement pressure,Mi is the total mass of a chemical species
in each block, Pw is the water pressure, and λ is the pore size distribution index. Equation (11) enables gas to
arise naturally from the governing physics and can thus take into account differing atmospheric pressures,
subsurface heterogeneities, and the presence/absence of dissolved gases and VOCs.
The derivation of this equation is presented in the section S1 in the supporting information. However, the
use of equilibrium partitioning in equation (11) results in an Sw that is independent of time step size and
heating rate. In realistic boiling behavior, the volume of gas generated (or lost) is dependent upon time‐step
size and heating rate (i.e., faster heating results in faster gas generation). Therefore, to describe realistic boil-
ing behavior, equation (11) must be coupled with the energy equation (equation (2)). In ET‐MIP, equa-
tions (2) and (11) are coupled via latent heat. Latent heat of vaporization is the energy absorbed during
water‐gas phase change and the energy released during gas‐water phase change. Linking equation (2) and
(11) via latent heat of vaporization enables the model to capture the temperature plateau, which occurs dur-
ing water boiling (100°C under standard pressure conditions; Bergman et al., 2011). The block's latent heat
for two chemical species i is estimated from (Bergman et al., 2011)
L ¼ ∑
2
i¼1
Lg;iρg;i
h i
þ Lg;vρg;v
 
1−Swð Þθ (12)
where L is the latent heat energy (J), Lg,i is the speciﬁc latent heat for chemical species i, Lg,v is the speciﬁc
latent heat for water vapour, and ρg,i and ρg,v are the gas phase densities of the chemical species and water
vapor estimated from the ideal gas law.
2.4.2. Gas Flow
ThemodiﬁedMIP algorithm presented here includes two processes speciﬁc to steam transport (Figure 2): (a)
heat equilibration across a cluster and (b) steam collapse during transport into grid blocks with conﬁning
pressures greater than vapor pressures (i.e., cold blocks). These two processes transport energy from the
heated zone to maintain gaseous steam ﬁngers and provide an estimate of when steam would lose heat to
the surrounding environment and collapse back to liquid water. In addition, this formulation of MIP also
includes multispecies transport as well as sensible and latent heat transport. While a brief overview of this
modiﬁed algorithm is provided below, a complete description of the MIP algorithm is presented in
section S2.
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Gas saturations increase in response to higher temperatures and dissolved gas concentrations, described by
equation (11). Once gas within a grid block exceeds a critical gas saturation (Sg,crit), it is assumed that the gas
within that block forms a connected pathway to any of the surrounding four face‐sharing blocks that also
have gas saturations in excess of Sg,crit. During each time step, all blocks exceeding Sg,crit are tagged and adja-
cent tagged blocks are lumped into a single, multiblock gas cluster.
Following cluster identiﬁcation, gas clusters are allowed to expand, mobilize, or fragment utilizing classic
multiphase ﬂow drainage and imbibition relationships via a set of rules described in depth by Krol,
Mumford, et al. (2011), Li and Yortsos (1995), and Glass et al. (2001). Gas clusters expand when their pres-
sure is high enough to drain the water out of an adjacent block. Mobilization occurs when the condition for
expansion is met and when the water pressure is high enough to reimbibe into an area occupied by the gas
cluster. This drainage and imbibition behavior is incorporated by assigning each block an initial displace-
ment pressure (PD), which is scaled to a temperature‐dependent air/water interfacial tension (γ) (estimated
from steam tables; Bergman et al., 2011). This PD value is used to estimate the entry pressures (Pe), which is
the pressure required for a gas cluster to invade a block at a gas saturation of Sg,crit. It is assumed that Sg,crit is
independent of a block's PD value and is uniform across the model domain. The terminal pressure (PT)
required for water to imbibe into a block is estimated as 52% of Pe from Hegele (2014). Imbibition is assumed
to return a previously gas‐occupied block to 100% water saturation. The gas cluster's mass, pressure, sensible
heat, and latent heat are equilibrated across the entire cluster (i.e., each block is assigned an averaged value),
and the saturation within each block is adjusted to Sg,crit.
Expansion of a cluster to adjacent blocks occurs when the cluster's average gas pressure exceeds the entry
pressure for an adjacent block. Mobilization of a cluster occurs when the terminal pressure of a block within
the cluster is greater than the entry pressure for any grid block adjacent to the cluster. This mobilization rou-
tine can also fragment clusters if the imbibed block breaks the connection between other cluster blocks. For
both expansion and mobilization, the gas saturation within the newly invaded block is raised to Sg,crit and its
pressure is adjusted. During mobilization, the gas saturation of the imbibed block is set to zero.
Figure 2 illustrates the processes that occur following both expansion and mobilization events. After an
expansion or mobilization event, the steam's temperature, pressure, and mass (including any gaseous
VOCs or dissolved gases) are equilibrated across the cluster. Gas phase advection, diffusion, convection,
and conduction are not explicitly considered within ET‐MIP, but rather it is assumed that heat and mass
Figure 2. Illustration of the processes that occur after both expansion and mobilization events. Hot, pressurized steam
clusters can either expand or mobilize based on their vapor pressures and the surrounding entry pressures. Next, the
cluster's gaseous temperature (T), pressure (P), and mass (M) equilibrate. If the conﬁning pressure of the newly invaded
block is greater than the cluster's vapor pressure, that block's gas collapses (i.e., condenses). If no collapse occurs, rapid
steam recirculation within the expanded ormobilized cluster causes the temperature of the soil and water across the entire
cluster to reach equilibrium.
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distributions are in equilibrium throughout a gaseous cluster. Then, it is
assumed that rapid recirculation of steam within the cluster equilibrates
the temperature of the porous material and groundwater across the clus-
ter. This equilibration process approximates the heat transfer mechanisms
identiﬁed in heat pipe studies (e.g., Gomaa & Somerton, 1974; Udell,
1985). Following equilibration, every block within the cluster undergoes
a collapse check; if the conﬁning pressure of a block is greater than the
total gas pressure (i.e., equation (11)), then the gas in that block collapses.
For collapsed blocks, the gas saturation is set to zero and any gaseousmass
within that block is added to the aqueous phase. This
expansion/mobilization/equilibration/collapse process is repeated until
gas clusters are no longer able to expand or mobilize. This is assumed to
occur instantaneously between the transport time steps used in the conti-
nuum heat andmass transport equations. During this MIP algorithm, grid
blocks may experience repeated gas cluster mobilization and collapse
events in a single time‐step. Each collapse event will add additional total
heat (sum of sensible and latent) to the block where collapse occurs, pre-
heating the block until it is able to maintain a steam cluster at later time.
Likewise, the latent heat recirculation mechanism (Figure 2) serves to
quickly transport heat from the heated zone to colder zones to help main-
tain open steam channels.
3. Model Validation Procedure
3.1. ERH Boiling Experiment
The ET‐MIP model described in section 2 was validated against a suite of
lab‐scale ERH water boiling experiments presented in Hegele (2014) and
Hegele and Mumford (2014). While the details of the experiments have been previously reported, they are
brieﬂy reviewed here for convenience. The experiment was conducted in a thin, water‐saturated 2‐D light
transmission visualization cell (30×20×1cm3; Figure 3) packed with 20/30 Accusand (d50 = 0.71 mm).
Two graphite electrodes spanned the cell horizontally and were operated in single phase at 145V creating
a ‘heated zone’ in the middle of the cell. Gas was generated in this heated zone and was forced to travel
upwards through a ‘cold zone’ to reach the top of the cell where it could escape to the atmosphere. The
top of the cell was covered with a perforated Teﬂon block that was open to the atmosphere but provided a
conﬁning pressure on the sand. The side and bottom walls of the cell were also Teﬂon to be electrically insu-
lating, and the front and back of the cell were bounded by 1‐cm‐thick borosilicate glass walls.
Thermocouples placed through the edge of the cell continuously recorded temperature in six different loca-
tions, and light transmission visualization (LTV) provided quantitative measures of gas saturation distribu-
tion throughout the cell during the experiment. A thermocouple placed outside of the LTV cell continuously
recorded ambient temperatures to estimate experimental heat losses. No water ﬂow was externally applied
to the cell.
3.2. ET‐MIP Implementation
Time step size was selected to meet a Courant‐Friedrichs‐Lewy condition, which ensure that the volume of
gas generated (i.e., converted to steam) during a single time step never exceeds the pore volume of a given
block. Time step size was initially set to 10 s, reduced to 1s once the maximum temperature in the domain
reached 95°C, and further reduced to 0.5 s once temperatures exceeded 99°C. The spatial domain (illustrated
in Figure 3) was divided into 4‐×4‐×10‐mm grid blocks. While IP‐style models are fractal in nature, a pre-
vious MIP study has indicated that a resolution of 4 mm is sufﬁcient to produce reasonable estimates of both
local gas saturations and spatial moments with a MIP model (Mumford et al., 2015). Grid independence of
the continuum portion of the model (i.e., the ‘ET’ model) was conﬁrmed by comparing temperature distri-
butions of model simulations with gas production disabled across a range of resolutions. Temperature distri-
butions changed by only ~1‐2% for grid resolutions ranging 2–10 mm, indicating that grid convergence had
been achieved. All boundaries of the model were assumed to be electrically insulating. The groundwater
Figure 3. Conﬁguration of the electrical resistance heating (ERH) water
boiling experiment simulated by ET‐MIP (Hegele, 2014; Hegele &
Mumford, 2014). Two electrodes (dotted lines) span the water‐saturated
LTV cell packed with sand. The electrodes heat the sand/water region
labeled ‘heated zone’. Gas generated in the heated zone travels upward to
the unheated region labeled ‘cold zone’. Thermocouples (horizontal, solid
lines) emplaced throughout the LTV cell continuously record temperatures.
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ﬂow equation employed no ﬂow boundaries for the left, right, and
bottom boundaries, while the top was maintained at a constant head.
Similarly, for mass transport, the left, right, and bottom boundaries
were no ﬂux and the top boundary was constant concentration (equal
to initial concentrations, see Table 1) implemented with the
source/sink approach described by Sleep and Sykes (1993).
For energy transport, the left, right, and bottom boundaries were mod-
eled as no ﬂow boundary conditions, while the top boundary was a
known temperature boundary condition, set tomatch the ambient tem-
perature measurements recorded throughout the experiment.
However, experiments at elevated temperatures conducted in this type
of thin cell are subject to heat losses through the cell walls.
Experimental heat losses were estimated out the front, back, and sides
of the experiment cell using a simple 1‐D, explicit heat transport model
modiﬁed from Krol, Sleep, & Johnson (2011); equations (13) and (14)):
ρcð Þwall
dTwall
dt
¼ −KH;β d
2T
dx
(13)
U loss ¼ ρcð Þwall ΔTwallð Þlwalldxdt þ
KH;air Twall−Tambð Þ
lairlwall
(14)
where Uloss is the total heat lost to the walls and air, (ρc)wall is the
density and heat capacity of the glass or Teﬂon walls, Twall is the tem-
perature of the glass or Teﬂon walls, β represents the air, soil or wall,
lwall is the thickness of the wall, lair is the thickness of the air layer,
and Tamb is the ambient air temperature.
The ET‐MIPmodel presented in this study contains three ﬁtting para-
meters: (a) thickness of the air layer for heat loss (lair), (b) electrical
tortuosity (τelec) of the blocks that contained both sand and the gra-
phite electrodes, and (c) tortuosity of the blocks that contained just
sand. These parameters were ﬁtted to the ﬁrst 30 min of experimental
data, during which no gas was generated. lair was ﬁtted by comparing
ET‐MIP and experimental thermocouple data in the heated zone,
electrical tortuosity of the bulk sand was ﬁtted to experimental electrical current data, and tortuosity of
the electrode‐containing blocks was ﬁtted to experimental thermocouple data in the cold zone. These para-
meters were ﬁtted independently by minimizing the root‐mean‐square error. Otherwise, all model para-
meters were estimated either directly from experimental information or from standard literature values.
Table 1 presents an overview of ET‐MIP's initial conditions and model parameters.
MIP algorithms have a strong dependence on displacement pressure (PD) distribution as gas cluster expan-
sion and mobilization follow the paths of lowest PD. To account for the inﬂuence of PD behaviors on MIP
predictions, the Hegele andMumford (2014) experiments were validated against three different distributions
of PD to validate the ET‐MIPmodel (termed ‘Realization 1’, ‘Realization 2’, and ‘Realization 3’). Realizations
were generated based on a cumulative distribution function from the Brooks‐Corey Pc‐S relationship. Figure S1
in the supporting information presents the three different PD distributions. An initial reference displacement
pressure of 10.1 cm was estimated from the Pc‐Sw data presented by Hegele (2014), and a random distribution
of displacement pressures was implemented based on the measured Pc‐Sw curves (Glass et al., 2001; Krol,
Mumford, et al., 2011; Mumford et al., 2010). The PD values were decreased by 33% in blocks that contained
the heating electrodes to account for the larger pore spaces that likely existed in those regions and resulted in
observations of gas accumulation around the electrodes. The PD values were increased by 33% in the top row
of blocks to account for the smaller pore spaces that likely existed there due to local packing effects and resulted
in observations of gas accumulation before exiting the sand pack (Hegele & Mumford, 2014). From these dis-
placement pressure distributions, the permeability distributions were estimated via Leverett scaling of a
Table 1
Initial Conditions and Model Parameters Employed by ET‐MIP
Parameter Description Value
Lx,Ly,Lz Domain width, height and depth (cm)
a 20, 30, 1
dx,dy,dz Grid discretization (cm) 0.4, 0.4, 1
dt Time step (s) 10, 1, 0.5
T Initial temperaturea (°C) 26.7
lair Thickness of air buffer for heat loss
b (cm) 0.9
τelec Electrical tortuosity of electrode and soil blocks
b 3.50, 1.05
θ Porositya 0.367
λ Pore size distributiona 5.45
k Permeability3 (m2) 2.04×10‐10
Sr Irreducible water saturation
a 0.046
ρb Density of silica
d (g/cm3) 2.60
cs Speciﬁc heat of silica
d (J/kg/K) 745
cg Speciﬁc heat of steam
d (J/kg/K) 1.86×103
cw Speciﬁc heat of water
d (J/kg/K) 4.19×103
KH,s Thermal conductivity of silica
e (W/m/K) 8.80
σ25w
Electrical conductivity of water at 25°C1 (μS/cm) 7540
ρwall Density of glass and Teﬂon
d (g/cm3) 2.23, 2.20
cwall Speciﬁc heat of glass and Teﬂon
c,f (J/kg/K) 835, 1200
Kwall Thermal conductivity of glass and Teﬂon
c
(W/m/K)
1.45, 0.35
Kair Thermal conductivity of air
g (W/m/K) 0.026
Li Latent heat of evaporation for water, oxygen and
nitrogen4 (kJ/kg)
2,257,
213,200
σL,σT Longitudinal and Transverse dispersivity (m) 0.002, 0.0003
(Dd
i)ref Molecular diffusion coefﬁcient for O2 and N2
8
(m2/s)
2.3×10‐9,
2.0×10‐9
μref Fluid viscosity4 (cP) 0.89
Sg,crit Critical gas saturation
1 0.23
[O2] Initial oxygen concentration (mg/L) 0.88
[N2] Initial nitrogen concentration (mg/L) 1.5
aHegele andMumford (2014). bFitted parameter. cThe permeability data pre-
sented in Schroth et al. (1996) were scaled to the Pc‐Sw data presented in Hegele
(2014). dBergman et al. (2011). eMarkle et al. (2006). fDuPont Teﬂon PTFE
(n.d.). gKrol, Sleep, and Johnson (2011). hVerhallen et al. (1984).
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reference permeability as described by Krol, Mumford, et al. (2011). The Sg,crit value (see Table 1) was derived
from the averaged, steady state experimental gas saturations in the heated zone. As a result, this study assumes
that the experimental and simulated domains can be described with a single, homogeneous Sg,crit value,
independent of heterogeneous PD distributions.
4. Validation of ET‐MIP
4.1. Gas Saturation Distribution
Gas saturation distributions for one of the Hegele and Mumford (2014) ERH experiments and the
Realizations 1, 2, and 3 ET‐MIP simulations are provided in Figure 4 for three select times. Overall, the simu-
lated gas saturation distributions show qualitative agreement with the experimental results.
Water boiling is ﬁrst observed in the experiment in a small circular region in the center of the heated zone
between the two electrodes (Figure 4, top row; 39 min). This water boiling region eventually expands to
encompass a large portion of the heated zone (Figure 4, top row; 76 min). Heat losses at the edges delay boil-
ing on the periphery of the heated zone. All three ET‐MIP simulations exhibit the water boiling and gas gen-
eration behavior observed in the experiment. The simulated water boiling region appears at approximately
Figure 4. Gas saturation distributions from a Hegele andMumford (2014) electrical resistance heating (ERH) experiment
(top row) and the ET‐MIP simulations for three different PD distributions at three representative times.
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the same time and in the same location as the experimental water boiling
region (Figure 4, 39 min) and grows at the same rate as the experiment to
also encompass the majority of the heated zone (Figure 4; 46 to 76 min).
This agreement between experimental and simulated gas saturation dis-
tributions within the heated zone suggests that the coupled mechanisms
governing water boiling and gas generation (Figure 1) are well captured
by ET‐MIP and that ET‐MIP can recreate the discrete variations in spatial
gas saturation distributions produced by ERH during water boiling.
Buoyant gas ﬂow features such as steam ﬁngering, continuous channels
and discrete clusters were observed throughout the experiments' cold
zones (Figure 4, top row; 46 and 76 min). Hegele and Mumford (2014)
noted that as the gas generated in the heated zone expanded upward, it
would fragment and mobilize, creating discontinuous gas clusters. These
discontinuous clusters became trapped (i.e., immobilized). Other steam
ﬁngers remained connected to the generated gas in the heated zone.
These connected ﬁngers formed continuous gas channels that eventually
spanned from the heated zone to the top of the cell. At later times, a
macroscopic steam front moved upward from the heated zone (Figure 4,
top row; 76 min) and eventually reached the top of the cell (not shown).
The ET‐MIP simulations exhibit many of the same buoyant ﬂow features observed in the experiments
(Figure 4). Once gas saturations within the heated zone reached Sg,crit, the generated gas began expanding
and mobilizing upwards into the cold zone. Steam ﬁngers and discontinuous clusters can be observed
throughout the simulated cold zones, although the steam front above the top electrode was not reproduced
in the simulations. The number of simulated steam ﬁngers in Figure 4 and their growth rate is consistent
with the steam ﬁngers observed in the experiment, even though their location varies between realizations,
suggesting that ET‐MIP is accurately capturing both the discrete nature of buoyant ﬂow and the dynamics.
In addition, the gas saturation values within the simulated steam ﬁngers also generally match the observed
experimental steam ﬁngers, although the consistent saturations between simulated and experimental steam
ﬁngers are likely due to ET‐MIP employing the Sg,crit derived from the experiments (Figure S2 in the support-
ing information illustrates that higher Sg,crit values yield higher saturations in cold zone gas clusters).
4.2. Electrical Current and Gas Production
Electrical current, gas saturation, and temperature are strongly coupled (Figure 1; Carrigan & Nitao, 2000;
Hegele &Mumford, 2014). As temperatures increase, so does the electrical current and the saturation of pro-
duced gas. However, gas production lowers temperatures (i.e., latent heat) and lowers the electrical current.
Previous studies have explored this relationship through both simulations (Carrigan & Nitao, 2000) and
experiments (Hegele & Mumford, 2014) and have suggested that coupled current and temperature readings
are useful indicators for subsurface gas production. Figure 5 illustrates that ET‐MIP accurately reproduces
the experimental heated zone gas saturation and electrical current readings. In addition, all ET‐MIP simula-
tions closely match the rate of increase in the electric current as well as the peak current values. This coin-
cides with a close match for the onset of gas production (~35 min). There is a small discrepancy in late time
gas saturations (average Sg at 75 min for ET‐MIP: 0.177+/‐ 0.0025, experiments: 0.214 +/‐ 0.0030) as the
experimental gas saturation continues to slowly increase over time, while the simulated average gas satura-
tions reach a steady state value after approximately 40 min. Similarly, a small discrepancy exists between
simulated and experimental current values after the onset of gas production (average current [mA] at 75
min for ET‐MIP: 556 +/‐ 3, experiments: 617 +/‐ 24). Both of these discrepancies are attributed to the difﬁ-
culty in describing heat loss from the cell.
4.3. Temperature
Figure 6 illustrates how the simulated temperatures recreate the major features of the experimental thermo-
couple data. In the upper heated zone, experimental and simulated temperatures gradually increased until
reaching the boiling plateau at 100°C. During this preheating phase, there is a deviation between simulated
and experimental heated zone temperatures starting at approximately 25 min and reaches a maximum
Figure 5. Electrical current and average gas saturation in the ‘heated zone’
indicated in Figure 3 for the ET‐MIP simulations (Realizations 1, 2, and 3)
and experimental data. Each ET‐MIP datapoint represents multiple simu-
lation datapoints averaged over a 1‐min interval. The error bars are smaller
than lines and markers and are not shown.
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difference of 15°C. While the speciﬁc cause of this deviation is unclear, it
is hypothesized to be due to the simplifying assumptions required to esti-
mate heat losses from the cell (equations (13) and (14)). Simulated tem-
peratures reach water boiling plateaus at 100°C, consistent across all
three realizations. The simulated boiling plateaus occur earlier than the
experiments (simulations: 45 min, experiments: 60 min), but the presence
of the temperature plateau in both simulations and experiments indicates
that the latent heat mechanisms in ET‐MIP are accurately capturing the
water boiling physics.
Experimental cold zone thermocouples exhibit a gradual increase in tem-
perature over time (Figure 6) as conduction and convection (from induced
buoyant ﬂow) slowly transfer heat into the cold zone. For experiments 2
and 3, this curve continues for the entire range considered in this study
(76 min), although cold zone temperatures in experiment 1 increase more
rapidly starting at approximately 50 min. The simulated cold zone ther-
mocouple temperatures closely match the experimentally observed
increase in temperature for the ﬁrst 40 min (Figure 6). After 40‐50 min
the simulations undergo a rapid increase in cold zone thermocouple tem-
perature. This rapid increase in simulated temperature is similar to the
behavior in experiment 1. In the simulations, this rapid increase in tem-
perature arises from nearby steam clusters heating the thermocouple
regions. Visual inspection of the gas saturation distribution for experi-
ment 1 suggests that a similar mechanism (i.e., heating from a nearby steam ﬁnger) is causing the rapid
increase in thermocouple temperature. Figure 4 shows that large volumes of steam exist near the right cold
zone thermocouple; this thermocouple increased in temperature much faster than the left thermocouple
(Hegele, 2014). Visual inspections of experiments 2 and 3 in Hegele (2014) appears to conﬁrm this behavior
as they possess less steam near their cold zone thermocouples than in experiment 1 at all times and, in con-
trast, exhibit much slower rates of cold zone thermocouple heating. While this suggests that steam clusters
are capable of rapidly transferring heat upward from the heated zone, and ET‐MIP is capable of describing
the major features associated with that heat transfer along steam ﬁnger, further research is required as ET‐
MIP appears to overestimate the rate of heating near steam ﬁngers. This overestimation likely arises from the
MIP routine's heat equilibration process approximating the heat ﬂux mechanisms observed in heat pipes
(Udell, 1985). While this approximation is likely accurate for small steam clusters, it may not be accurate
for larger clusters. Future research on MIP steam ﬂow would beneﬁt from a more detailed incorporation
of heat pipe transfer mechanisms.
4.4. Impact of Cluster Equilibration and Collapse Mechanics
Awell‐known limitation of MIP algorithms is their lack of time dependence (Oldenburg et al., 2016); clusters
may expand and mobilize at unrealistically high velocities. Similar to these other algorithms, ET‐MIP does
not explicitly incorporate time dependence into its MIP algorithm. Instead, the time is constrained by the
energy input that controls gas generation. Using this coupled approach, ET‐MIPmatched the experimentally
observed gas ﬁnger distributions (Figure 4). To the best of the authors' knowledge, ET‐MIP is one of the ﬁrst
MIP algorithms capable of matching experimentally observed gas dynamics. Other MIP formulations either
did not validate to experimental data (Ganesh et al., 2013; Ioannidis et al., 1996; Koch & Nowak, 2015; Krol,
Mumford, et al., 2011; Kueper &McWhorter, 1992; Mumford et al., 2010; Yortsos et al., 1993) or only demon-
strated an ability to mimic static distributions of gas saturations (i.e., did not validate a single simulation
against multiple experimental time steps; Ewing & Berkowitz, 2001; Mumford et al., 2015). As a result,
ET‐MIP is unique in its ability to capture both the discrete features of buoyant gas ﬂow (i.e., discrete ﬁngers
and discontinuous clusters) that continuummultiphase models are unable to describe, as well as the growth
rate of those features that other MIP formulations are unable to describe.
ET‐MIP's ability to match experimental ﬁnger distributions at speciﬁc time intervals arises from the two
mechanisms outlined in Figure 2: cluster equilibration and cluster collapse. The impact of these mechanisms
on the simulated steam and heat distribution for Realization 1 is shown in Figure 7. The temperatures
Figure 6. Thermocouple temperatures for the cold zone and upper heated
zone for ET‐MIP simulations and experimental results. The presented
temperature data are the average temperature of the two thermocouples at
each height. Each ET‐MIP datapoint represents multiple simulation
datapoints averaged over a 1‐min interval. The error bars are smaller than
lines and markers and are not shown.
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outside of the steam ﬁngers (where heat recirculation occurs) are much lower, even in regions directly
adjacent to the heated zone, demonstrating that convection and conduction in the aqueous phase alone
are incapable of transferring enough heat to sustain a steam ﬁnger or cluster. In addition, preliminary
simulations suggested that without a cluster equilibration term, the MIP formulation was incapable of
transferring enough heat to sustain a steam ﬁnger in the cold zone for more than one time step, contrary
to experimental observations. This suggests that applying MIP to thermally generated gases requires a
mechanism for preheating the surrounding soil and groundwater. In addition, these preliminary
simulations also suggested that without a collapse mechanism steam ﬁngers would be capable of
travelling unrealistically far distances in a single time step, also contrary to experimental observations.
While this work suggests that heat transport along steam ﬁngers is required to match experimentally
observed behavior, heat transfer along steam ﬁngers as well as their growth into cold regions is typically
neglected, as it is assumed that steam ﬁngers rapidly lose heat and collapse (Baker, 1973; Hoffman &
Kovscek, 2005; Kaluarachchi, 2000; Miller, 1975). The existence of steam ﬁngers in cold subsurface regions
have since been proven by studies on steam‐assisted gravity drainage (Butler, 1987; Ito & Ipek, 2005) and
ERH (Hegele & Mumford, 2014; Hegele & Mumford, 2015; Munholland et al., 2016). However, the evidence
on heat transfer mechanisms within steam ﬁngers and their relative importance versus conduction from the
steam chamber/heating regions remains conﬂicted. Early steam‐assisted gravity drainage research sug-
gested that ﬁngers may reach up to 6m in length and dominate heat transport into cold regions (Butler,
1987). More recent work has indicated that steam ﬁngers are much smaller and that conduction remains
the dominant heat transport mechanism (Gotawala & Gates, 2008). In the simulations presented in this
study, conduction alone does not transport enough heat to match the experimentally observed steam distri-
butions. This suggests that at the spatial and temporal scales examined in this study, heat transfer along
steam ﬁngers dominates over heat conduction from the heated zone. While the temperature distributions
presented in Figure 7 suggests that heat recirculation within the gas cluster can deliver enough heat to sus-
tain a steam cluster, the exact mechanism remains unknown and requires further study.
Previous research has explored how ERH can induce buoyant ﬂow within the heated zone and redistribute
contaminants (Krol et al., 2014; Krol, Mumford, et al., 2011; Krol, Sleep, & Johnson, 2011). However, this
previous work only considered aqueous‐phase convection and conductive heat transport. The streamlines
overlain on the temperature distributions in Figure 7 demonstrate how groundwater ﬂow is impacted not
just by ERH within the heated zone (Figure 7a) but also by heat transfer within the steam ﬁngers and clus-
ters. The streamlines shift to follow ﬁnger growth, upwards ﬂow is channeled through the zones heated by
steam ﬁngers, and downward ﬂow occurs through the lower temperature regions outside the region
impacted by steam. The experiments and simulations presented here have no externally imposed ﬂow ﬁeld;
these streamlines occur only as a result of heating‐induced buoyant ﬂow, but it is expected that similar beha-
vior would occur in realistic groundwater ﬂow scenarios. The temperature distributions and corresponding
streamlines for the other simulations are presented in the supplementary information (Figures S4‐S7).
Figure 7. Temperature distributions and overlain water ﬂow streamlines from the ET‐MIP Realization 1 simulation after
(a) 39 min, (b) 46 min, and (c) 76 min. The presented temperature and streamline distributions correspond to the
Realization 1 gas saturation ﬁelds presented in Figure 4.
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5. Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis was performed on two parameters that are hypothesized to play key roles in governing
subsurface gas ﬂow: Sg,crit and the concentration of dissolved gases. Sensitivity of the model results was
investigated by simulating the experimental data for two Sg,crit values (0.23 and 0.3) and two different dis-
solved gas concentrations (10% and 100% of equilibrium with the atmosphere at STP conditions). Table 2
provides an overview of the ﬁve simulations considered in the sensitivity analysis. Note that the simulations
presented in section 4 (‘Realizations 1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’) are also included here and are renamed ‘Low Sg,crit‐Low
DG‐1’, ‘Low Sg,crit‐Low DG‐2’, and ‘Low Sg,crit‐Low DG‐3’, respectively.
Gas saturation and temperature distributions for sensitivity analysis simulations High Sg,crit‐Low DG‐1 and
Low Sg,crit‐High DG‐1 can be found in Figures S2, S3, S6, and S7. Figure 8 illustrates the sensitivity of the
coupled gas, temperature, and electrical current relationship (illustrated in Figure 1) to both parameters.
While an increased Sg,crit value did not change the rate of heating or the peak electrical current measure-
ments (Figure 8), it did lower the electrical current at late times by 14% relative to the low Sg,crit simulations.
This lower electrical current is due to an average gas saturation that is 28% higher than the low Sg,crit simula-
tions, as higher Sg,crit values require higher gas saturations for the onset of gas ﬂow. The increase in gas
saturation is approximately equivalent to the increase in Sg,crit between the simulations (30%). Despite the
impact Sg,crit had on heated zone gas saturations and electrical currents, Sg,crit had no impact on thermocou-
ple temperatures (Figure S8) and little impact on cold zone gas distribution (see Figure S2 for High Sg,crit gas
saturation distribution) relative to the Low Sg,crit‐Low DG ‐1 simulation.
Increasing the concentration of dissolved gases decreased the rate of heat-
ing by a small fraction, indicated by the decreased rate of electrical current
increase (Figure 8, Low DG vs High DG) during the preheating phase
(0‐35 min). This is likely due to the earlier and more gradual onset of
gas production observed (Figure 8) as the additional dissolved oxygen
and nitrogen exerted higher vapor pressures, which required lower tem-
peratures to produce small amounts of gas. Generally, the average gas
saturation in the heated zone and the electrical current trend during the
gas production phase was consistent with the Low Sg,crit‐Low DG ‐1 simu-
lation at lower dissolved gas concentrations.
Increasing the concentration of dissolved gases had a clear impact on the
gas volume within the cold zone. Figure 9 presents the gas volume in con-
nected clusters (i.e., gas volume in grid blocks where Sg> Sg,crit). The High
DG simulation had more connected gas cluster volume than any of the
other simulations. At 75 min, Low Sg,crit‐High DG‐1 had 2.1 times more
gas volume in connected clusters than the Low DG simulations.
However, Sg,crit did not signiﬁcantly impact the cold zone gas volumes
as the High Sg,crit‐LowDG‐1 simulation had similar cold zone gas volumes
to the Low Sg,crit‐Low DG simulations. The increase in connected cluster
volume is attributed to the extra vapor pressure from the higher concen-
trations of oxygen and nitrogen, which helped prop open steam clusters
and prevent their collapse.
Table 2
Overview of Conducted Simulations
Simulation name Sg,crit [O2], initial (mg/L) [N2], initial (mg/L) PD realization
Low Sg,crit‐Low DG‐1
a 0.23 0.88 1.5 1
Low Sg,crit‐Low DG‐2
a 0.23 0.88 1.5 2
Low Sg,crit‐Low DG‐3
a 0.23 0.88 1.5 3
High Sg,crit‐Low DG‐1 0.30 0.88 1.5 1
Low Sg,crit‐High DG‐1 0.23 8.8 15 1
aThese simulations were used for validation and were referred to as ‘Realizations 1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’ throughout section 4.
Figure 8. Electrical current and average gas saturation in the ‘hot zone’
indicated in Figure 3 for ET‐MIP simulations and experimental data.
Each ET‐MIP datapoint represents multiple simulation datapoints averaged
over a 1‐min interval. The error bars are smaller than lines and markers and
are not shown.
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There is speciﬁc interest in understanding how dissolved gases may
impact ISTT applications (such as ERH). It has been observed that rapid
heat loss from steam clusters to the surrounding groundwater and soil
environment may cause steam‐VOC gases to collapse before they can
reach extraction points, recontaminating groundwater resources and
redistributing the VOCs to unexpected locations (Baker & Hiester,
2009; Hegele & Mumford, 2014; Krol, Mumford, et al., 2011;
Munholland et al., 2016). It has been previously hypothesized that the
addition of dissolved gases, either through exsolution or air‐sparging,
may decrease the risk of steam condensation and collapse (Hegele &
Mumford, 2015). The results presented in Figure 9 clearly demonstrate
that increasing the total vapor pressure of the system through the addi-
tion of dissolved gases facilitates the existence of steam clusters in
cold regions.
6. Conclusions
This study extended a previously published model (ET‐MIP), which
coupled discrete gas ﬂow to continuum temperature, groundwater, and
electrical current equations, to include the mechanisms of steam produc-
tion and subsequent gas ﬂow. This model was then validated against pre-
viously published lab‐scale experimental data and was subsequently used
to explore the sensitivity of water boiling and steam ﬂow behaviors to key
subsurface parameters. ET‐MIP reproduced the experimental gas saturation distributions in the heated zone
as well as unstable gas ﬁnger distributions throughout the cold zone at various time intervals. In addition,
quantitative comparisons revealed that ET‐MIP closely matched temperature distributions in the experi-
mental domain as well as quantitatively measured gas saturations and electrical current measurements.
This represents one of the ﬁrst thorough validations of the MIP algorithm as well as the ﬁrst validation of
a coupled MIP‐continuum model against experimental data. IP‐style models are limited to slow gas veloci-
ties. While experimental velocities of the steam ﬁngers were not measured, the agreement between experi-
mental and ET‐MIP gas behavior indicates that the movement of in situ generated steam falls within the
capillary‐dominated ﬂow regime.
Key mechanisms that enabled ET‐MIP to capture these behaviors were identiﬁed to be heat recirculation
within steam clusters, which provided enough heat to maintain steam channels, and steam collapse (i.e.,
condensation), which limited the rate at which steam ﬁngers and clusters could grow and mobilize.
Equilibration and collapse mechanisms transferred heat from the heated zone to the cold zone, which
strongly impacted streamlines arising from heating‐induced buoyant ﬂow. However, comparisons of simu-
lated and experimental thermocouple data suggest that the approach used for cluster equilibrationmay over-
estimate the rate of heat transfer within steam clusters. The lack of experimental data on steam ﬁngering
limits the ability to develop a more physically rigorous approach to heat equilibration in MIP algorithms,
similar to those developed for continuum‐based heat pipe models, and should be considered a topic for
future research.
The sensitivity analysis revealed that Sg,crit had a minor impact on steam ﬁnger growth and cluster mobiliza-
tion but did proportionally increase the volume of gas in the heated zone. However, increasing the concen-
tration of dissolved gases by 10× increased the volume of gas in the cold zone by 2.1 to 2.4×, suggesting that
dissolved gases increase steam's ability to persist and ﬂow through cold regions. This ﬁnding supports pre-
vious experimental evidence (Hegele & Mumford, 2015) that dissolved gases can play a role in ensuring that
ISTT‐produced gases are able to reach extraction points. This also suggests that future work on other subsur-
face gas applications (e.g., methane ebullition or CO2 exsolution from leaking geological carbon storage sys-
tems) should incorporate background dissolved gas concentrations as those systems may be sensitive to
their effects.
Overall, the results presented throughout this study highlight how ET‐MIP provides one of the most com-
plete frameworks for investigating highly coupled thermal/groundwater/mass transport and gas ﬂow
Figure 9. Gas volume in connected gas clusters (i.e., total gas volume in
blocks where Sg > Sg,crit) in the cold zone indicated in Figure 3 for all ET‐
MIP simulations. Each datapoint represents multiple simulation datapoints
averaged over a 1‐min interval. The error bars are smaller than lines and
markers and are not shown.
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scenarios. Classical continuum multiphase models are unable to capture the key features of buoyant,
unstable gas ﬂow (e.g., ﬁngering), whereas traditional MIPmodels, which can describe unstable gas ﬂow fea-
tures, have no time dependence and may overestimate the rate at which gas travels. ET‐MIP demonstrates
that it is capable of both accurately reproducing gas ﬂow features and, through the addition of equilibration
and collapse mechanisms, is one of the only MIP models capable of limiting the rate at which steam clusters
may expand and mobilize through the subsurface. With ET‐MIP validated and capable of accurately repro-
ducing local gas saturations, the capability now exists to explore simulations that examine subsurface gas
behaviors such as average cluster size, lateral extension of mobilized gases, and gas front velocities.
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